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INTRODUCTION 

At Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, we have been investigating Che hybrid 

reactor concept for about five years. Prior to 1975 the Jimited hybrid studies 

concentrated en blanket neutromes, accompanied by some preliminary design 

work [j], in 1975 we performed our first conceptual hybrid reactor design [2], 

•*ud in 1S76 we emphasized reactor optimization. In addition, at this rime 

General Atomic Company joined 'is in a joint study effort to apply their exoerrise 

in gas-cooling technology to the mirror hybrid. The results of the 1976 studies 

were reported at the Livermore Conference \ 3J. 

At the present time, we (LLL/CA, arc completing a reference design for the 

mirror hybrid. Our de^.i?" is intended to be an early commercial facility, 

illustrating the characteristics of a reactor with near-term physics and 

technology. 

Prcparei' for publication m the Proceedings of the IAEA cojifez&nt-v and 
Workshop on Fusion Reactor Design, October 1977, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Work performed ':nder the auipicei 
of tho U.S. Department of Energy 
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T i s t J e s for t h e reactor are listed in Table I. 

REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

Table 1 

Fusion P o w e r 

Thermal power (Avg.) 

Injected . v e u t r a J power 

N e t E i f f ~ t r i c o u t p u t P o w e r 

F i r s t Hall 14 MeV N e u t r o n Current 

Fissile production R J t e 

J n j e c t a o n Energy D 

Centiaj ion D e n s i t y 

P i d s m j L e n g t h ,'.TIJ 

C o n d u c t o r F i e i d (T) 

rLASMA PARAMETERS 

Table 2 

2X11-B 

J- b 

400 MW 

Jo00 HW 

525 MW 

2700 Kg/yr 

125 keV 

187 keV 

0.1 

9 x 1C om 

2 x 1 0 1 J sec/ 

0.4-
0.7 

0.5 

njection Energy (kevj 20.0 80.0 
'40 .0) (20.0/ 

- (5/cm3 > 7 » i o " > i o ] 2 



an outside d iameter of about 22 metres, and a distance of 13 mutres between 

mirror i>oir.ts. It is designed with a maximum field at the >:ondurtor ot 8 Tulsa, 

dictated by the use of NbTi superconductor- The maximum cm runt density i* about 

10* A/cm m tt-e bundle cross-section and the resulting coil-case pressure is about 

JOOO p5-. These conditions imply comparatively modest magnet technology, 

although the magnet is quire large, about 5500 tonnes for vach magnet half 

(including the stainless steel coil case). 

The injector design developed for the reference hybrid is based on th& 

positive ion LBL injector with the following modif cations. A hollow cathode ion 

source is proposed as a means of providing a much longer- ived cathode than the 

itcjted tungsten wire cathode now used in the Lbu ~*"rce. A "K-chani^'al design for 

thi sources has been developed which will place all high-voltage insulators out 

of the path of the direct 14 NeV neutron flux. A tig vapor jet at th'-' i-Titi ot the 

neutralizer region strongly impedes gas flow from the source into the downstream 

regions of the beam line, resulting in much lower background pressure in the 

hottiti li'io and reduced cryopumping requirements. Hi$h pri-ssure vacuum pumping in 

the iuqion cf the source? will use lig diffusion pumps. A cr;;opanel design has 

her-n d&veloped which will permit continuous operLtion of the cryopumping 

-Hpiipment in the heam line. The des^-jn permits defrosting o! same of ef;<-' 

ciyppaflels while the remainder continue in opeiat ion. 

The reactor requires deuterium injectors with acce.'frat ion to - - i ' At'I' - J f l r i 

tritium to IS7 keV. When account is taken of the half and thud energu components 

in the hcam, the average beam energies are 94 and 141 keV. ivspi-rt ivrly, fo: 

D and T . Our analysis predicts an efficiency for tht- injectors '•'•' bbl. 

Otitboard of th^ coils, end tanks must be provided to icceivc thr oJ«snn 

leakage. In the end tanks, we perform direct conversii.ni, cenvert in9 some u< 

the. r.ii'u-iti.c energy of t h e ion ilow d i r e c t i y into electrici rg. %:he icmammci 

http://conversii.ni


TIME-DEPENDENT U Si BL.WKET NEVTR0N1C PARAMETERS 

Tabic J 

Exposure H Pu/n % Pu Burnup T/n 

(MW-yr/m ) * , 

0 d.a l.Bj o 0 1.01' 

5 18.4 1-75 2.3 0.75 1.42 

In this design we are examining a new approach to tritium breeding, that of 

holding up all of the bred T in the blanket and recovering it by processing the 

T pins outside the reactor, in m>.ch the same manner as is done to rtvowr the 

bred fissile material. This scheme has the disadvantages of a large blanket 

inventory and a large inventory to ytart the reactor, but the inherent simplicity 

(which implies good safety charactnristies) makes this design option worthy of 

examination. We are prosontly considerina LiH + Li as a candidate brooding 

material. With the He coolant temperatures being used m the hybrid (290 C in, 

5J0 C out) this material will have a reasonably low T vapor pressure. By 

encapsulating this material in pins with a cladding that is a modestly onud 7"., 

diffusion barrier 'an A3 iilloy) we hope to maintain the release rate of T to the 

coolant below 10 curies/day. The tritium will then bo recovered at tftf-> ond of 

the blanket life, when the blanket segments are removed from the reactoi. 

Recovery is accomplished by removing the pins from the disassembled blanket and 

heating them to a high enough temperature in an oven to drive off th& T . This 

is basically the procedure that is presently used for T, production in fission 

reactors. 

The average of the tritium breeding ratios (T/n) quoted in Tabi? 1 ,jre 

greater than one to compensate for 14 McV neutrons lost through holes in the 

blanket iind decay of the Tiitium inventory. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 

One of our primary concerns in th>; mechanical design of the reactor was to 

provide highly reliable support and containment of the blanket and primary ht:at 



on the modules. The maintenance operation consists of a series of manipulations 

<••! each ot the several hundred modules. 

The module, *s shown in Figure 5, .onsists of a cylindrical pressure vessel 

wtli a hexagonal base. One of the more challenging aspects uf the module design 

has been to devise a fast, reliable method of making up the seal that isolates 

'ho high pressure He coolant from the vacuum region that contains the plasma. We 

have discarded a welded joint, since remote grinding and welding are rime 

consuming operations and we have serious doubts about the ability to consistent 1y 

'jeneriitc remot- vacuum-t ight welds. We have therefore adopted 3 bolted joint 

using a double knife-edge (Varian type) seal with differential pumping between 

r/)n two knife-edges. The pressure vessel is bolted in place with 6 holts, one 

at wdi corner of the hex-shaped base. The internals of thf* module are 

fabricated .t.s 4 sit.cle unit, containing the L Si pins, the tiUium breeding pins 

nnd it\t,-;rna. flow ducting. Thus, to renew a module the pressure vessel • s 

uiiboited and icmoved. the pin assembly is rusioved, a new pin assembly is inserted 

• iii'l a !:'-*• ]•: insure :ressei \s bolted in place. The coolant flow is re-entrant, 

with the ti*t mm pins being cooled by the ir.iet : low and the coolant then pro

ceeding dowr. to the first wall, turning, ur.fi coolinq the nrjr.-.- pins on its 

exir path cut through the module. 

POWER CONVERSION LOOP 

The primary heat transfer loop is designed tn operate with helium as the 

working fluid. The coolant pressure is 60 .itm., w*th an mle- temperature to the 

blanket of 2B0°C a^ an outlet temperature of 5 MPC. The flow pa*h is desit jd 

to maintain the relative pressure drop, f.p/p, to ,ibout 3% thiomgh t ie entire loop 

(blanket, ducting and steam generator). Tttis combination ot Qot\dit ltinx permits 

t/«t? use of existing ga^-cooled fission reactor technology for the design of the 

He clrmlators and steam generators. 

http://ur.fi
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MAGNET CONDUCTOR CONFIGURATION 
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5.75R 
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SUMMARY 

To summarize the reference mirror hubiid design, we list thr: najo. 

design choices that lutve been made (or the reactor. 

Minimum - B mirror confinement 

Yin-Yitng coil design NiTJ. superconductor 

pos'.tivf ion injectors with direct recovery 

fast spectrum blanket neutronics 

single-st^e plasma direct converter 

crynt-ondrnsition vacuum pumping 

. bianktt 

V Si t'uu. (depleted U) 

Lsli tritium breeder (natural Li) 

Tnconel 728 structural material 

Ht= piitoary /WJJ,. transfer loop (F,iTL) 

Front ressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) 

nugntyr. restraint 
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FUSIQN COPE DESIGN 

Progress in minor plasm* physics experiments has been rapid within the 

last f<~-w years. The next generAtior. mirror experiment, HFTF, will ijpresent 

the physics prototype for a reactor-grade plasma. This proposition is illus

trated in Table £, where we list key physics parameters for the present mirror 

experiment, 2XIIB, for the next experiment, HFTF, and for the comjne-reictl hybrid 

reactor being discussed f-vra. The 2XI1B experiment presently has 20 keV neutral 

beam injectors which are being upgraded to 40 kev; MFTF will have 20 keV injectors 

for sta.t-up and 80 keV injectors for sustained (1 sec} operation. The major 

differences between the MFTF plasma and that required for a conmercial reactor 

are physical size and duty factor; MFTF, however, is a sufficiently versatile 

experiment that it should establish scaling laws that will allow us co ejftra-

polate to the larger plasma with a high dtsgrvo of confidence . Also, nr for 

the commercial facility is about a factor of 10 larger than in hPTFi this being 

a re-iit of higher enrgy, larger size and the D-T isotopic mixture used in the 

commercial reactor its compared to MFTF. Thus, achievement ot r,ie anticipated 

plasma performance fiom MFTF will provide M adequate physics base from which 

envelopment of a nirror hybrid could proceed. 

The pl&s a inodcling effort for the hybrid this year is using the full range 

of analytical ools that have bden developed in support of mirror physics 

investigations in the 2XI1B experiment. These tools include the MCFUS equilibrium 

code E^J, a two-dimensional (in velocity space) Fokker-Planck code [5], aid a radial 

transport code [", fl]. 

The variation of the basic Yin-Yang magnet, developed for reactor 

applications, is shown in Figure i. This design uses a large main coil with a 

small mirror coil inside and has the virtue of locating the mirror point very near 

the inside surface of the conductor. This location for the mirror point implies 

a minimum size opening in the blanket for the plasma leakage fans. The magnet has 



kinetic energy is deposi ted J S thermal energy i'i r/if direct converter electroaes 

and must be removed bg active .-poling. Upon striking the direct converter 

electrodes, the plasma flow i s / i tu t raJ iw>rf a/ij t/i^ rviri r.iri/c mu^t *.-<»»t«j JO wt'uum 

pur.pmg equipment to ft •move che resulting y j . , JwjJ . 

design feature to hji-o on-: o / r.ic fnri tunkr, .is cm.! J.' J J ^ w s - i l ^ y . hV implement 

t/ic smaii end tan* l>y 1Jts.1yn.mg the- ruy/ior SUL-JJ tft.it writ- o.* tnc m i r r o r fields is 

5% stronger than the other. This field pertuibalion causer, Approximately 90% of 

the p.'dsmj leakage r.. flow out through the weak mi r ro r .ind the rcma, rung 101 to 

exit through the strung mirror. Since the s i l t ' nf the end tank m proportional 

to the amouni of plasma flow, .-«• can use a small end tank on the strong mirror. 

To keep this tank as simple as possihle, we do not perform any dirtier conversion 

but design for the plasma energy to be dopvsitud •JS r /vti .W eneygy, with 

provisions for active coaling and vacuum pumping with ft impanel:t. The large end 

tank, which receives the 90% end leakage flow, is designed witl; a simple single-

stage direct converter unit, having an upper limir on :r>; efficiency of about 50%. 

This end tank must also have pr/>vi s ions for Active CT.!.'.'..'i.; .md vacuum pump inn. 

BLANKET NUCLEAR DESTGK 

In the past, we have examined the use ol pr:mar:\xi three fertile fuels in 

the blanket.- UC, f-Mo allog anil thorium [ J J . m our present hgbrid design we 

are advocating the use of I' Si , a fuel being developed in the Canadian nuclear 

power program for rhe CANDU reactor, oui reasons lor this choice are (1) high 

uraniur-. dens i eg (V f i is a metallic aU.iu) , (2) ease of fahric.ibi ! ity, and (3) a 

comparatively high bumup capability (for a metallic fuel), on the order of 

J-n. Economic optimization of the fuel cycle toi thin reactor dirmres a total 

fuel exposure of aK)L't t> y.K-cr/m' of LI »,-y nt-i:tt,i. ,'neigg Through the fiz^l wall. 

IT. i.ibl-c I, ti-.i- m i r i M f Lt-5i j-.j-.iiv} ^- l i lV) .ni'i f ina l \e:i\i of l i l t -} HL-utromc 

p.iramet.-rs for thi y ? Si blanket -."• listed. 

http://1Jts.1yn.mg
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transfer loop comw/icnts. The Ixicis of our concern was the conclusion that 

the primary safety consideration for tlie reactor was a loss of flow 

accident, and the? design therefore had to be one in which the maintenance of forced 

cooling to the blanket could ho assured to a high level of confidence. 

Th& design approach wo have selected is to mount the magnet, blanket rind 

primary heat transfer loop all within a prastressed concrete- reactor vessel 

(PCRV) , of the t'.pe developed tor qas-cooled fission realtors. Thin is shown in 

Fic-ure 2. In the center of the PCRV is the magnet And blanket, and the steam 

gererators and He circulators are located around the periphery. The blanker is 

a spherical shell inside the magnet. In this way, the blanket and its cooling 

system are locked together so that no relative motion between them can occur, 

thus precluding the poszibility of rupturing any o~ the coolant ducts. 

The PCRV also serves a second function. It provides the mam restraining 

forces tor the magnet. Since the PCRV operates at room temperature, a way hud to 

be found to transmit the forces from the magnet (at 4 K) out to the concrete. Our 

design solution has been to use- a high-cempressive-strength thermal insulation 

(Masrock, a silicate refractory), capable of sustaining shout i,000 psi. Out 

calculations have shown that an insulation thickness of about 50 cm is adequate 

to reduce the he..t leak from the concrete to the magnet to an acceptable value. 

The blanket design concept is one which avoids any major disassembly of the 

reactor during the blanker change operation but instead relies on remote 

operations to assemble and disassemble the blanket inside the PCRV. The hlanket 

is made up of small cylindrical modules, approximately 50 cm In diameter, with 

the blanket structure being suspended directly from the in&idn wall of the PCRV 

as shown in Figure 3. Removal and replacement of blanket modules is accompl ished 

with the refuelimj machin. shown in Figure 4, which consists ot a post which is 

inserted down through the cftnter of the machine and has a piv 'ing arm to operate 



The local blanket multi pi ication and t / i tR- lb : ! ' /« : J J blanket power density 

increase:; bu about a factor of two over the life of the fuel (see Table 3). By 

devising an appropriate fuel management scheme for the bJanJtet , we a r c aWc tu 

J im ' r t/ie peak-to-average vaTlatio-; in the total blanket thermal power to about 

10% (1,600 NW avenger 4.VQU MW pert.) • •nd the primary heat transfer and power 

conversion loop capacity are designed to accommodate r/i-is power variation. The 

blanket modules arc grouped i / , to four quadrants and at tine intervals of one 

quaiter of thf blanket life, the reactor is shut down and one quadrant of the 

blanket i s refurbished with now fuel .-assemblies. In this way wo are able to 

establish an equilibrium fuel cycle whx>re th.- four quadrants d re each at a 

difft-icnt exposure. 

The zliermal-hydraulic design for the fuel, on tho other hand, must provide 

adequate cooling cf the fuel pi„s during the lif.-tin*.- ;*Jwer density variation of 

Itf.J/tf.o' - J.l. Out present design specifier, a peak fuel power dens i ty (i.e., 

d.. the first wall) at beginnir,y-of~liie oi about ?4Q wjtts/cm* and an end-of-life 

value of bOQ watts/cm . The fuel pins are 0.7 cm in diameter with 0.15 u.m thick 

Inconel VIS ciad c:i a piteh-cc-diairetei r . i t ju ot l.O't. The m-'ximuw mU'-wall dad 

temperature (hot channel) is United to VOo'c. 

COUC WPrXQ REMARKS 

in this paper, we have summarized the -.cferencf mirror hybrid ractor design 

performed by LLL and General Atonic. The reactor parameters have been chosen to 

minimize the cost of producing fissile fuel for consumption in fission power 

reactors. As in the past, we have emphasized the use of existing technology where 

possible n.*:(J a minimum extrapolation ot technology otherwise. The resulting reactor 

may thus be viewed as a comparatively nc.ir-rerm go.sl of the fusion program, and we 

i>ro )i>rr improved performance -or the hybt id m the [mure as mors advanced tech

nology becomes available. 


